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ABSTRACT

The local routing algorithm presented in this thesis is a
part of a gate array design system adaptive to many
technologies. Local routing is the routing of nets in a
sub-area of the total space in wich all nets have to be
routed. The local routing is guided by the results of a
global routing. During global routing, the chip is divided
into uniform sub-areas. For each sub-area, the set of nets
wich have to pass through this area is determined. The
local router determines the exact tracks of the nets within
a sub-area. The algorithm is based on a Lee-router.
Research has been done how to adapt the original algorithm
presented by Lee to a gate array environment. Further, the
effect of the division of the general routing problem into a
collection of smaller, independent problems has been
studied.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the research project I have done as
graduation project at the Laboratory of Automatic system
Design (ES) at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The
research project is part of ~n automatic gate array design
system. The goal of this system is to be technology
independent. The system is part of the ICD/NELSIS project
in wich the three Dutch universities of technology are
incorporated as well as partners from England and Germany.
In general, gate array design can be divided in the
following phases:

1) Decomposition
2) Placement
3) Routing

The routing task is divided in global
The local routing is guided by the
routing. The sUbject of this thesis is
algorithm.

At this place I like to thank
my coach, prof. dr. -ing.
oppertunity and faith to work
period very special.

the group ES and more special
J.A.G. Jess, who gave me the

independently, wich made this
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1. SEMI CUSTOM DESIGN

1.1 Introduction

This chapter gives a general overview of the development of
semi-custom design and an introduction to gate arrays. The
concept of semi-custom design has been taken interest since
the mid 1960's. The basic idea is to process an integrated
circuit (IC) up to its final stage, so customisation can be
achieved via fuse links or metalization- patterns.
In section 1.2 the relation between semi-custom design and
other design approaches is discussed. Further, the reason
why this design approach became so popular is pointed out.
section 1.3 gives an overview if the basic design aproaches
of semi-custom design. The relation between these designs
with respect to cost, design time and density is made clear.
The topic of the last two sections is the gate array, one
basic form of a semi-custom design approach.
section 1.4 gives a overview of the structures of gate array
chips as well as some basic characteristics of gate arrays,
concerning up to wich level a gate array is processed.
Some aspects of automatic gate array design are presented in
section 1.5, the last section of this chapter. It is made
clear that nowadays, the software used is very limited and
mostly restricted to one gate array type. The concept of a
gate array design system independent of gate array type or
technology is presented.
The subject of this thesis, a local router, is the final
stage of such a design system under developement at the
Eindhoven University of Technology.

1.2 Some historical aspects

As mentioned in the introduction, the idea of semi-custom
design has been known since the mid 1960's. But it took
over a decade before this design approach became profitable.
Now, semi-custom design takes an important place between
standard parts and full custom design. The reasons semi
custom design is so popular are :

1) The growing availability of CAD-software.
2) The development of very large scale (VLSI)

integration.
The first point will become clear in the next section were
some design concepts of different semi-custom design
approaches are discused. For now, the idea that computer
aided design versus hand-made design will be much faster is
sufficient.
The development of the fabrication
possible to pack more and more
chip and therefore, the functions
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complex. But with the increase of complexity of chips, the
designs become less general. So, the traditional standard
part design approach can not be aplied anYmore, because the
market becomes too small to sell such quantities that the
cost per chip are acceptable. Thus, for an IC-manufactorer
it is not interesting to produce standard parts for these
functions.
The other traditional design approach, full custom design,
is not profitable for the customer, because he doesn't
expect that the needed quantity will justify the cost of the
chip design.
It is exactly semi-custom design that fills in this gap
between high-volume standard parts and very costly full
custom chips. Semi-custom design offers a sort of standard
parts, wich can be customized within reasonable time
(several weeks) at low cost per chip. This makes the
integration of a circuit profitable at much lower volumes
than full custom design.

1.3 Semi custom design approaches

Three basic forms are known :
1) Field Programmable IC's
2) Gate Arrays
3) Poly Cell design

The order in wich they are presented here is the order of
increasing cost, turn around time and density. The three
basic forms are now discussed in more detail.
Field programmable arrays are completely designed and put
into a package. customisation is achieve by the customer
himself, and has to be done very carefully, because in
general no repair is possible if the chip doesn't perform
the desired behaviour afterwards. An example of this kind
of semi-custom design is a PAL ( Programmable Array Logic).
Fuse links are used to customise the chip.
For the second type, gate arrays, some layout design is
nessecary to customize the chip. Gate arrays are
preprocessed up to the metalization level. Usually one or
two metal masks are used, seldom more. A large library of
often needed cells, called macro-library, is used to speed
up the design. These macros can be seen as metal wire
patterns, which, when mapped on the gate array, perform a
specified function. The peformance of these macros is
garanteed by the manufactorer.
Nowadays, with the aid of software tools, normal turn around
times of gate array designs are 9 to 12 weeks for one
design.
Most layout design is needed for the last type
custom design, the poly-cell approach. A large
standard cells is used to speed up the design.
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stored in the library are in essence the same as for gate
arrays. But in this case the complete layout of the cells
is stored, not just a metalization pattern. Because of this
approach, the layout of the cells can be made more dense
then those used for gate arrays. It will be clear that this
type of semi-custom design is more time consuming then the
gate array approach, but is more easily because the
limitations concerning routing and placement space as there
are for gate arrays, are not present.

1.4 Gate Arrays

As mentioned before, gate arrays are prefabricated chips up
to the metalization masks. A gate array consists of a
repetition of basic cells, seperated by routing area. An
example such such a cell is given in fig. 1.1, were the
basic cell plus some routing area is shown. The vias as
well as the poly underpasses are preprocessed and just one
metalization mask is used for routing.

Fiq. 1.1 A ba8ic qate array cell with
polY8ilicon underpa8se8 of a
CMOS gate array.

This cell can be easily recognized in the image of a gate
array. The example given above is that of a CMOS gate
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array. Many technologies are used for gate arrays. Some
examples : NMOS, CMOS, STL, I2L. Each technology has its
own speed-power characteristics. In general, two styles are
used to orden the basic cells in a gate array. Figure 1.2
gives an example of the most used style wich is known a. the
poly cell .tyle.

OOOITODODDOD
o 0

01 [0
o 0
01 0
o 0

I

Fig. 1.2 Example of poly-cell style
ordering of basic core cells
in a gate array chip.

An other style of ordering the core cells is the island
style. In this case the cells are clustered in small areas,
surrounded by routing space.
The basic cells consist of an active area in wich elementary
functions are integrated such as NAND or NOR ports or even
single transistors as in Fig. 1.1.
The standard, initial gate array is designed to be able to
customize very easily and quickly. This implies that some
concessions are made with regard to routing area and thus
the density of the chips. Because the chips are
preprocessed and no changes can be made in for example the
routing area, especially the area used for routing purposes
has to be chosen very carefully. If the area is too small,
many designs may not be completed. On the other hand, if
the routing space is too big, the numbers of macros that can
be mapped in the chip becomes too small wich limits the
number of designs possible with this gate array. So, the
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gate array has to choose very carefully
for routing purposes and for macro

1.5 Automatic gate array design

In section 1.2, one of the reasons presented that make gate
arrays so popular is the availability of software tools to
speed up the design. Most of these tools are delivered by
the gate array manufactorer and are dedicated to a special
gate array type. This means that a customer who wants to
develop designs for a specific gate array, becomes very
dependent of the manufactorer. Sometimes even the hardware
on wich the software has to run is prescribed. This places
the manufactorer in a monopoly position.
At the moment no CAD-software is available that can be used
for different types of gate arrays. At the Eindhoven
University of Technology, such a gate array system is under
development. This system consists mainy of four parts :

1) Compiling.
2) Placement.
3) Global routing.
4) Local routing.

In the compiling stage, a gate array and design rules are
described in a language developed for this system. The
output data contains all essential information that is used
by the other programs, especially the local router. If
design rules are applicable to the gate array, they are also
compiled in an uniform way. The compiling stage is only
used once for each gate array type.
The next three stages, placement ans routing, perform
customisation of a gate array. The circuit description of
the design to be realized is decomposed until some lowest
level is reached. This lowest level is determined by the
cells stored in the macro-library of the gate array type
used for the design. The placement places the macros on the
chip such that some criterium is minimized. An often used
criterium is total wire length or wire density. The
principle of simulated anealing is used for this placement
algorithm.
Afterwards a global routing phase is entered. In this
phase, the gate array is divided into an array of cells,
usual as great as one basic cell given in Fig. 1.1. The
global router determines wich nets have to be routed in a
specific cell. The router is based on an hierarchical
principle described by Burnstein. For more information see
[1].
At last the local routing phase is entered. The local
router solves the interconnection problem in a global grid
cell wich is asociated with a sub-area on the chip. This
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subject will be discussed in
chapter. After local routing has
routed succesfull, the design
realized.

nmore detail in the next
been done and all nets are
is complete and can be
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2 • LOCAL ROUTING

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter some aspects of local routing are discussed.
In the first section, 2.2, problems that are due to routing
in small sub-areas are mentioned. A definition of the
problem to be solved by the routing algorithm is given in
section 2.3. The routing landscape, the space in with nets
are connected is described in section 2.4. In the last
section, 2.5, the choise of the algorithm used to make the
interconnections is discussed.

2.2 Routing in sub-areas

As the name says, local routing tries to connect the pins of
a net in a sub-area of the chip. These sub-areas are
defined at the global router stage and are called cells or
boxes. The definition of these boxes is somewhat arbitrary.
Problem is to define a box that is usefull for both global
and local routing. For global routing, a criterium for the
choise of a box is that meaningfull capacities can be
defined at the edges of the boxes. Capacity in this context
is a measure of how many wires can cross a specific boundary
or how many wires can be routed within the box region. If
more nets are crossing a boundary then the capacity for that
boundary indicates, an overflow exists. For local routing
the collection of boxes is given as result of the global
routing. For each box, a set of nets is specified, with
each net information is asociated if the net has to be
routed within the box or has to cross one or more
boundaries. Essential for the local router is that the
results of the global router are reliable. In the ideal
situation this means that if the global router indicates
that a set of nets can be routed in a specific box, without
any capacity overflow, that this solution does exist.
Unfortunately, practible results show that it is doubtable
if this statement can be proved. Of course, a very
pessimistic capacity choise can be made, but in practice it
means that the global router will create many capacity
overflows and the result of the global router becomes
useless.
So, with a realistic choise of capacities, it is doubtable
if a given set of nets can be routed in the box, even with
no overflows. until now, research done to come to a
technology independent choise of boxes has been
unsuccessful.
Given the situation that
nets may not be routed,
becomes more important.
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this (local routing) stage, some nets are not routed, the
result can be regarded as useless. This is because the
connection problems left will be so complex that even human
interaction is no solution. Further the systems aims to be
automatic, so human interaction is not preferred. This
implies that some strategy has to be developed to solve the
problems with nets that can not be routed within the initial
box. Two strategies are presented here.
Assume the situation that some nets have to be routed from
one box to an other, wich is quiet usual. Then if a net can
not be routed in one box, this net can not be completed in
the other box. So, one strategy could be to rout first all
nets that have to cross a boundary and afterwards the nets
that stay in the box. In this case, if the last few nets
can not be routed, the influence on the surrounding boxes is
minimal. On the other hand, to rout the incomplete nets in
the box becomes very difficult. A solution might be to try
to rout these nets at a later stadium in a greater area then
this initial box. But in the situaton that even the not
completed nets have to cross the box boundary, some rule has
to be formulated to determine wich nets are routed and wich
not. So this strategy is not so simple as it seems to be.
The other approach is just the other way around, try to rout
the local nets first and afterwards the nets that cross the
boundary. The idea is that for large nets a path can be
found outside the box to complete this net. Here the same
problems arise as above if all nets have to cross the
boundary of a box. If the not completed nets are routed in
a later stadium in a bigger area, say a rectangle of 3 by 3
boxes, the algorithm becomes more complex because at each
side of the new box the nets have to cross the initial
boundary given by the global router, otherwise the correct
completion of the net can not be garanteed anYmore.
Further, given the set of nets in this new box, no garanty
can be given that these nets can be routed in this bigger
sub-area. A way to delete these problems is to choose an
area in wich at least two not connected parts of the net are
found and to try to connect these parts in this area.
A last remark to this problem is that, in general, if the
space in wich a net has to be routed, increases, the routing
algorithm will become slower if the space is rather empty.
For a gate array environment this space will not be very
empty so this approach can be used here.

2.3 Problem definition

The task of the local router can be divided in building the
routing landscape and the actual routing. The major part of
the landscape is build by the image compiler. This intitial
landscape describes the gate array chip before customisation
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and is the same for each design made with that chip. Before
routing can start, this landscape has to be completed by
mapping the modules used for design in it. This mapping is
done with the information given by the placement. The
essential information of macros is used in a macro library.
The placement determines where each macro is situated on the
chip. Combined with the information of the library, the
exact pin positions of all modules can be located. Next,
given the netlist for this design, nets can be assigned to
the pins of the modules. After the landscape is completed,
the actual routing starts. The results of the global router
are used to guide this phase. The global router presents a
collection of cells with nets to be routed in these cells.
with each cell a small area on the chip is associated. The
nets in a box can be divided into two classes : one class
for nets that have positions in the box and the other for
nets who don't. The nets in the last class are feedthrough
nets : nets who enter the box from one side and leave the
box on an other side and have no terminals in the box. with
terminals, fixed poitions are meaned, assigned to a net
before routing due to a pin of a placed macro. To rout
these feedthroughs in an optimal way, routing is deferred to
a later stadium, where due to routing in the abutting areas
, positions on the box boundaries are assigned to such a
net. Nets that have fixed positions in the box can be
routed at once. So the routing has to proceed in a
recursive way. Each box has to be examined until all nets
in the box have been successfully routed or no net can be
routed anymore. The problem discribtion can now be
formulated as follows :
Given a set of boxes, representing sub-areas on the chip.
For each box, a set of nets is supplied wich have to be
routed in that box. with each net, routing information is
given. The terminals of a net can be located in the chip.
For each sub-area, try to find paths in the chip for each
net that has a terminal in that box. If a net is complete,
delete it. If no more nets have to be routed in the box,
the box is ready. Proceed until all boxes are completed or
no nets can be connected. Try to connect these nets in an
area of the grid in wich at least two not connected part of
that net are found.

2.4 The routing landscape

The routing landscape is a detailed description of the gate
array. The landscape can be divided into two parts : one
part is fixed and determined by the image description and
consist of macro placement and net assignment. The chiose
wich routing algorithm can be used for net routing highly
depents on this landscape. The characteristics wich
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determine the choise of routing algorithm are discussed
below. Most important feature of gate arrays is that the
available routing space is fixed. This means that no extra
space can be created to complete the routing. Second, the
routing space is very dense. This means that in general, no
large free spaces are available for routing. Even in the
routing channels, obstacles may exist. This situation
occurs if one layer is available for routing and all vias to
diffusion or poly underpaths are prediffused. A last
important feature is the possible existence of more than one
electrically common points in the landscape due to the poly
underpaths. As illustration, fig. 1.1 is repeated here as
fig 2.1 •

Fig. 2.1 Electrically common points
in the routing landscape due
to poly underpasses.

2.5 Choise of routing algorithm

The choise wich routing algorithm has to be used for routing
the nets has to be made carefully. To keep the design
system flexible, the router has to be adaptable to several
situations that might occur like one or two layers available
for routing, or obstacles in the channel or poly
underpasses. This fexibility has to be implicit in the
router otherwise a not acceptable situation arises if the
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routing algorithm has to be adapted for each technology. In
general, routers can be divided into three classes :

1) Maze runners.
2) Line routers.
3) Channel routers.

The most well known mazerunner is the Lee-router. It uses a
bounded grid of cells as representation of the routing area.
Obstacles are easily incorporated in this algorithm. The
algorithm is very flexible with respect to the number of
layers available for routing. A very important feature is
that if a path between two points exist, it will always be
found.
An example of a line router is the procedure described by
Hightower. Finding a path between two points is done by
generating a collection of lines from the start and target
point. If two lines, one belonging to the start point and
the other to the target point, intersect, a path is found.
The line router can not easily be adapted to handle more
than one layer. Further, the procedure may fail to find a
path even if one exists. This situation is unacceptable in
a gate array environment.
A channel router is not at all suitable in a gate array
environment. First, to be able to complete wiring, it is
implicitly assumed that the channel can be widened. But
this increase of routing space is not alowed for gate
arrays. Next, handling obstaclesin the channel is not
accomodated in these algorithms. A last reason for wich the
channel routers are not usable is that they assume that two
layers are available for routing, wich is not always the
case with gate arrays.
Therefore, the best choise of routing algorithm is a
router algorithm. A detailed description of the
algorithm and the adjustments made is discussed in the
chapter.
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3 . LEE ROUTER

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the basic net connection procedure is
discussed in detail. In section 3.2 the basic Lee-router is
presented. Some aspects of the Lee-router are mentioned in
the rest of this chapter. section 3.3 deals with
backtracing techniques, used to update the minimal path
found. Because the Lee-router only connects one net at a
time, the aspects of net ordering is discussed in section
3.4. Further the more general case that nets have more then
just two points to be connected is discussed in section 3.5.
The last section of this chapter, 3.6, deals with reducing
the size of the search for the minimal path. This is not
very critical in a gate array envirenment, wich is made
clear in this section.

3.2 Original Lee-router

The original procedure as described by Lee [7] deals with
finding a path between two points in an arbitrary area. The
area is normally seen as a rectangular grid of cells. Each
cell represents a position that can be used to extend the
path. Obstacles are represented as not admissable cells.
The path consists of a collection of abutting cells. Or
stated in an other way : each cell of a path has at least
one neighbour who also belongs to the path. The path has to
meet some aquirements before it is accepted as a solution of
the problem. These requirements are formulated as a cost
function F wich has to be minimized with respect to the
path. If a path from A to B is denoted as p(A,B) and the
cost of such a path as F(p) = F(p(A,B», then the path
connection problem can be formulated as follows.

Given a startcell A and a targetcell B.
Find a path p(A,B), if one exists, with
F(p) minimal.

The algorithm given by Lee gives a solution of this problem.
The main procedure is described on the next page.
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Algorithm A : Search and Trace algorithm.

1) Initialize F(p(A» = 0;
Put cell A in list L.
Clear list Ll.

2) For all cells in list L,
update each neighbour together
with the cost of the neighbour
if the neighbour is not in Ll yet,
or the new cost less then the
previously calculated cost.

3) Choose from list Ll the cell
with minimal cost.
If Ll empty no path exists.
Record the direction from wich
this cell was last entered.
Delete cell from Ll and put the
cell in L.
If cell is target cell, path found.
Otherwise proceed with step 2.

4) Backtrace path from B to A.
ready.

The prove of this algorithm depends on one property of the
cost function F. This function has to be monotone not
decreasing. It means that given a path

p(A, ••••• ,c[i],c[i+l], •.•• B)

F(p(A, c[i]» =< F(p(A, c[i+l]»

holds for any i.

A sufficient condition to construct such a function is

F(p(c[i], c[i+l]» >= 0 and

F(p(c[O], c[i+l]» = F(p(c[O], c[i]» +

F(p(c[i], c[i+l]»

The prove given by Lee [7] that this algorithm will find a
minimal cost path if one exists, is not repeated here. A
note has to be made on the so called expansion of a cell in
list L, step 2 of the algorithm. Due to poly underpasses,
more points have to be considered for expansion. This
situation occurs if the poly layer can not be used to make
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wires and the vias from metal to poly are fixed.
example, see fig. 3.1 below.

For an

""iRE
vi", ~;..

I I
\J i I~ e '" H a. L. L ..re,R

peLy L-.y.. R.

f·Ly 10&-" J e., path

Fig. 3.1 Example of expansion of
more then one point in case of
a fixed poly layer and fixed
vias.

If a net is connected to the left via, the possible
expansions from this point are the neighbours of this point
but also the neighbours of the right via. This is because
the net can now be reached at this right via. The algorithm
has been adapted to be able to deal with expansions of more
then just one point.

3.3 Backtracing techniques

In order to be able to backtrace the path found, in each
cell of the path the direction from wich it has been entered
is recorded. This is done by the algorithm Lee proposed,
when a cell is chosen to extend the path under construction.
If a 3-dimensional grid is used, this labeling requires
three bits to represent the six different directions from
wich a cell can be entered. In order to save some memory by
using less bits, if the grid becomes very large, several
other labeling techniques have been proposed. Two of these
techniques are discussed by Rubin [10] : a proposal of Akers
to label the cells as 0-1-1-0, and a labeling proposed by
Moore with labeling sequence 0-1-2. In his article, Rubin
proves both methods to be inadequate for backtracing.
Unfortunately, this prove is based on an erronous labeling
sequence with the result that the labeling sequence proposed
by Moore does indeed produce a correct labeling. The prove
of Rubin is given below with the examples he used and the
essential difference are discussed. Consider first the
Moore labeling sequence. Given the grid in the figure 3.2
below.
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The cost to enter a cell is denoted in the left top corner
that cell.

Start

," '0 ,1
A c. Goal

D

J 0

., 1 1-

G H

Fig. 3.2 Grid used by Rubin to
demonstrate the inadequacy
of Moore's labeling technique.

According to Rubin, the labeling sequence will proceed as
folows : A-O, B-1, C-2, 0-1, E-2, F-O, G-1, H-2, I-O, J-1.
Wich indeed gives an ambiguious situation were the correct
predecessor of cell C can not be known. But with algorithm
A the labeling sequence will proceed as follows : A-O, 0-1,
E-2, F-O, G-1, H-2, I-O, J-1, C-2. So in this situation, no
ambiguity occurs.
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../

With the Akers labeling method this essential difference in
the labeling order of cells, the situation that the correct
predecessor is not known still occurs. Consider the
situation in fig. 3.3.

1 2 I

A • C

I I I
D E f Goal

Fig 3.3 Grid used to demonstrate
the inadequacy of Aker's
labeling technique.

The labeling according to algorithm A will proceed as
follows : A-O, 0-1, B-1, E-l, C-l, F-O. Now it is imposible
to tell wether C or E is the correct predecessor of cell F.
So this labeling method gives wrong results and has to be
discarded. However, if the method of Moore is used to label
the cells, some time will be lost in determining wich
neighbour of a cell is the correct predecessor of that cell
along the minimal cost path. So, if memory is not that
critical it seems better to use the original labeling method
of Lee to achieve a fast and correct backtrace algorithm.

3.4 Net ordering

The Lee algorithm gives a nice solution for the situation of
finding a connection between two points. But the essential
characteristic of routing problems being NP-complete has
been deferred to an other stadium : the ordering of nets.
The algorithm of Lee is not capable to prevent blocking of
nets to be routed in future. To determine in wich order the
nets have to be routed is NP-complete. An example of a
critical net ordering is given in fig. 3.4.
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Suppose Manhattan distance is the criterium to be minimized.
Now,~ if net A is routed before net B, net B will be blocked
and can not be routed succesfully. On the other hand, if
net B is routed before net A, no blockage of net A exists
and both nets are routed succesfully.

A

•

/
A

\;a
~..

Fig 3.4 An example of critical
net ordering.

Several methods have been presented to deal with this
ordering problem. Unfortunately, they deal with a rather
empty routing space, wich does not hold in a gate array
environment. Some ordering methods have been investigated
by Able [1]. His conclusion is that most known ordering
methods have no essential effect on the number of nets
completed. Further a proposed ordering scheme has to be
very flexible in order to fit in the design system. Any use
of a priori knowledge of the routing landscape is not
allowed in this situation. The available a priori knowledge
in our design system is so little that none of such methods
are capable here, or they become so complex and time
consuming that they are not practible anymore. A last
remark is the performance. It is doubtable if the results
of a heuristic net ordering hold in this environment.
Because the routing space in gate arrays is very dense, many
calculations to determine an optimal net ordering are not
feasible. What is needed is a very simple and fast ordering
wich gives reasonable results in most of the time. That the
time spend to determine an optimal net ordering has to be
limited, comes from the fact that the routing is performed
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in a sub-area of the chip. Therefore, for each sub-area, an
optimal net ordering has to be determined, wich is much more
times than the number of nets to be routed. The solution
chosen in this situation is to try a number of orderings
until a solution is found. To limit the time spend in
finding a solution of the interconnection problem, not all
orderings are tried, If a net can not be routed initially,
it can be discarded because this situation is not due to net
ordering. with initial routing is meaned that a net is
routed as if it would have been chosen to be the first net
to be routed. A method has to be developed to rout these
nets in a sub-area greater than the initial area as
mentioned before in section 2.2.

3.5 Multi terminal nets

In literature, only two terminal problems are considered in
relation with the Lee algorithm. However, in general nets
have more than just two terminals. To divide this problem
into sequence of two terminal situations gives no solution.
This is because the start and target points have to be
chosen. How to make an optimal choise is not trivial.
Therefore, the Lee algorithm is extended to deal with this
more general case. The basic idea is to start from all
given net positions at once. Every set of electrically
common positions is marked as one subtree of the net. When
two subtrees meet, an optimal path is found and afterwards,
the algorithm starts again until one subtree is left. Now
all subtrees are electrically common so all pins are
connected in this sub-area. By starting to find a path from
all sub-nets at once, a more natural inter- connection
pattern will be obtained. Further, for each sub-problem,
the optimal path will be found, wich can not be garanteed if
an a priori choise of start and target points is made. A
further advantage is that the search space is reduced. This
topic will get more attention in the next section. A very
nice feature of starting from several points at once, is
that, in case of two subtrees to be connected, if no
expansion from one subtree is possible, it is known that no
path can be found to connect these subtrees. In case of
more then two subtrees, this conclusion can not be made this
soon, because it is possible that the remaining two subtrees
can be connected.

3.6 Reducing the size of the search

The complexity of the Lee algorithm in O(n~). This can be
seen as follows :
Suppose the distance of two points to be connected is n. If
all cells of distance =< n are expanded, the number of
expanded cells will be 2n(n + 1), wich is 2n£ for large n
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If the search will start from two points at once, about n/2
levels will be expanded wich gives 2 * 2{n/2)~ cells, wich
is about half the cells as before.
The drawback is that the cells have to be labeled to be able
to detect if a path is doubling upon itself or not. But in
the present situation, this is no problem, because in case
of multi- terminal nets, this distinction has to be made
anyway.
An other important change is that of the cost function.
This function has to be path-consistent, wich means that if
F{p{A,B» is a minimal path and F{p{B,C» is minimal then
F{p{A,C» minimal. This limits the flexibility of the cost
functions.
Another search space reducing principle has been introduced
by Rubin. The idea is to use a predictor to guide the cost
function. The predictor uses the distance to the target
cell as a lowerbound of the cost of the minimal path. This
procedure can not be used in case of a multi-terminal net
because the exact target is not known. It is also
impossible to choose a target point to predict the cost,
because it is not sure that a path can be found to this
point.
However, the search space of the gate array environment is
already limited because of the density of the routing space,
due to macro wire patterns and limited rout space.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Lee router has been succesfully extended and implemented
according to the remarks made in this report. The router
has been extended to handle multi terminal nets and
situations due to poly underpasses. The local routing
program has been implemented in the language C on a HP9000
host computer. As test case, a hand made design with the
AMI gate array has been used. The results of the global
router indicates no bottlenecks for this design. However,
the local router has dificulties to complete the routing of
this design. To eliminate possible conflict situations due
to net ordering, the algorithm has been extended with the
possibility to try a limited number of orderings. The
result has been improved after this extension, but is not
good enough to compete with other design systems. A start
has been made to try to connect the remaining nets in a
greater sub-area of the chip. At this stage the result of
the global router will not be used anYmore. It is expected
that this will improve the result to an acceptable level.
At this moment, the time needed to reach the situation in
wich no nets can be routed anYmore is about one and a half
hour. If the router has been extended to solve the
remaining net connection problems, this time will increase.
Together wih the time needed to get an acceptable placement
and a global rout, the overall time to complete a design
will be about 1 day. Most of the time will be used for
placement, but this time can be controlled by the user of
the system. The global router is the fastes program, for
the example mentioned above, only a quarter of an hour was
needed to obtain the result.

Overall conclusion is that a gate array system adaptive to
many technologies can be developed and, with the extension
of the local routing, will be able to compete with other
gate array design systems wich are designed for one
technology only.
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